PRESS RELEASE
INTERNET AND PHONES MAY NOT BE USED FOR LOTTERY SALES
WITHOUT APPROVAL
Beijing, China –Oct 21, 2010
The Ministry of Finance issued the Interim Administrative Measures for Lottery Sales on the Internet
and the Interim Administrative Measures for Lottery Sales on Phones (hereinafter collectively referred
to as two Measures) on September 26, 2010.
The two measures defined the “Lottery Sales on the Internet” and “Lottery Sales on Phones”. “Lottery
Sales on the Internet” refers to using a browser, client or other software to sell lottery through the
internet and other computer information network systems. And “Lottery Sales on Phones” means using
a fixed-line telephone and mobile phone to sell lottery tickets through short messages, voice calling and
others.
The purpose of the two Measures prohibits the connecting of a telephone selling system in any way
with the internet to sell lottery tickets. Besides that, the two Measures emphasized that the operators
can’t sell lottery through internet or phone until get relevant approval.
Edward Lehman, foreign legal counselor in Lehman, Lee & Xu said that China issued relevant
regulations to strength the surveillance of lottery market. We believe that the Chinese government will
attach the great importance on the lottery sales.
Lehman, Lee & Xu is a prominent Chinese corporate law firm and trademark and patent agency with
offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Macau, and Mongolia. The firm is managed by Mr.
Edward Lehman who is a long-time China resident, and is recognized as a leading expert on corporate
law with 21 years of practice experience in Mainland China.
For more information about the firm, please visit our website at www.lehmanlaw.com or call in at 01085321919.
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